The Great Reset Requires
Great Propaganda and the
Rejection
of
Logic
and
Rationality
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I’m infinitely fascinated by the mental gymnastics and head
tricks the masses are employing in order to justify such
widespread irrationality and illogic. In my practice as
a self-mastery coach I help my clients to regain control of
their minds and develop a natural immunity to the propaganda
and conditioning out there, and I want you to know all the
dirty tricks that are being employed to manufacture obedience
in this global elite power grab.
In order to understand what’s really happening, you need
understand what people are really being asked to do. This
not about masks, social distancing, or even vaccines. It
much, much bigger than that. Journalist Jon Rappaport puts
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rather succinctly:
I want to emphasize the underlying propaganda message. It’s
very important to understand that message:
“As more and more people are unable and unwilling to employ
logic and rationality, those qualities diminish in
importance, and you should abandon them because…they don’t
serve you. They aren’t useful.” ~Jon Rappoport
You’re being coaxed and coerced into denouncing logic and
rationality, but why?
“We need enormous trust between the private sector and the
public sector for this to actually work. That trust is hard to
come by.”~Ajay Banga, former CEO of Mastercard
Trust in the global governance scheme is wholly dependent on
the abandonment of logic and rationality. And in order to
manufacture this kind of trust, The World Economic Forum and
its cohorts are creating top-level propaganda to convince you
that authoritarianism is humanitarianism. It is not.
Consider this recent sales pitch for ‘The Great Reset,’ or as
we used to call it, The New World Order. In it, the WEF
acknowledges the fact that many people see a conspiracy afoot,
but the WEF tries to soothe the masses by talking down to
them.
From the description for this video on YouTube:
“The pandemic has radically changed the world as we know it,
and the actions we take today, as we work to recover, will
define our generation. It’s why the World Economic Forum is
calling for a new form of capitalism, one that puts people and
planet first, as we come together to rebuild the world after
COVID-19.”
In other words, thanks to the pandemic scaring the daylights

out of all you TV watchers out there, the WEF is now ready to
invade every aspect of your life.
Vigilant Citizen describes this a bit:
“Usually, PR efforts by elite organizations hide their true
intentions with flowery words and meaningless sentences. But
this thing is blatant.
Of course, it has to start with the elite’s complete
obsession with seeing the entire world wearing masks. They’re
particularly excited when children wear them.
Then, we hear UN Secretary-General, Antonio
describing the pandemic as an “opportunity”.
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Nobody (except for the elite) is calling for a Great Reset.
Everybody (except for the elite) is calling for the complete
restoration of freedoms.
Then, in a bizarre twist, the narrator talks about how the
Great Reset sounds like a conspiracy.
“Great Reset? That sounds more like buzzword bingo masking
some nefarious plan for world domination”.
While

these

words

are

uttered,

powerful

symbols

are

displayed.” ~ Vigilant Citizen
Be sure to read the rest of Vigilant Citizen’s analysis of
this video, here.
Here’s another video, this time from the British Royal Family
declaring the need for a paradigm shift. Actually, Prince
Charles takes it all the way, calling for a ‘Global
Revolution.’
Again, the major theme is that the pandemic was a fluke event,
but oh thank heaven, it’s just the kind of opportunity we need

in order to bring the entire world under the thumb of global
elite-managed socialism.
“Changing our current trajectory will require bold and
imaginative action together with determination and decisive
leadership. In order to secure our future and to prosper we
need to evolve our economic model, putting people and planets
at the heart of global value creation. If there is one
critical lesson we have to learn from this crisis, we need to
put nature at the heart of how we operate… We need nothing
short of a paradigm shift, one that inspires action at
revolutionary levels and pace. We simply cannot waste any
more time. The only limit is our willingness to act, and the
time to act is now.” ~Prince Charles
Pat attention folks, the pandemic is being used as the
catalyst to wage a global revolution against national
sovereignty, individual rights, and health and economic
freedom.
Propaganda for the Great Reset aims at building trust in the
WEF and other institutions by presenting complex governance
schemes in a dumbed-down, simplistic way that the masses can
digest. It subtly uses fear and subliminal messaging to create
a hierarchy in society, programming you to believe in the
savior class of elite rulers and complicit celebrities who
constantly beat you down with messages of insecurity and
alarm.
In a video from last year which was posted directly on the WEF
website, they make it extremely simple to understand what
they’ve got in store for you. In fact, the video is so
blatantly anti-individual and pro-socialist that it’s actually
scrubbed from the WEF site and from YouTube, as so many people
find the ideas presented here to be abhorrent.
The message is ‘8 Predictions for 2030,’ which includes gems

like…
“You’ll own nothing. And be you’ll be happy.”
“You’ll eat much less meat. An occasional treat. Not a
staple. For the good of the environment and our health.”
“There will be a global price on carbon.”
In other words, The Great Reset is a global power grab, and
you, ‘not we,’ will have lots of new rules to comply with, or
else you’ll face some kind of new school high-tech punishment
for disobedience.

Final Thoughts
If you’re the type of person that needs this kind of
micromanagement of your personal affairs, and if you’re the
type who fancies the idea of having unelected, filthy rich
European bureaucrats from the WHO, IMF, WEF, OECD, the World
Bank, and whatever else dictating your life, then the new
normal is right up your alley.
If you’re like me, however, and you don’t think you were born
on this planet to serve as slaves for a breakaway class of
insanely rich control freaks, then you need to make sure that
you’re taking proper countermeasures to protect the
sovereignty of your mind. You must become propaganda proof.
When you do so, you’ll find that there is so much more
potential in your own life, just waiting to be unlocked and
put into service for your community, your family, and your
happiness. I teach men and women the skills of self-mastery
because the one thing the elites fear more than anything else
is a population of free-thinking, prosperous individuals who
have absolutely no need for external control.
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